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Your project is our biggest concern

We understand your need to complete your project on time – meeting your deadlines safely,  
efficiently and within budget is our priority. 

We specialise in custom-designing our scaffolding solutions to suit each individual project, 
and in the 20 years we have been operating we’ve never encountered a job that is too big  
or complex for our team.

Our capabilities include:
n TUBE AND FITTING SCAFFOLDING – Our proven infrastructure and highly trained  

scaffolding team’s renowned project management expertise enable us to respond quickly  
and efficiently to tube and fitting projects.

n MODULAR SCAFFOLDING – Our skilled team is experienced in modular scaffolding.  
We utilise the well-known Kwikstage system.

n ON-SITE SERVICE – We offer our clients a full on-site service and bring our mobile yard  
trucks to your site, minimising delays that can be caused by restricted access to equipment.

n SCAFFOLD SALES AND DRY HIRE - We can provide fully designed, certified and 
registered scaffold that is fully compliant with AS/NZ 1576.1.2010, AS1577 – 1993 and  
AS1576.2 – 2009. Whether you require scaffold sales, dry hire or a combination of both,  
we can offer a full supply package, complemented by our management and service expertise.

n FLEXITRUSS – Our proprietary and patented Flexitruss system allows us to provide solutions  
for the most complex projects.

n PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT – We guarantee our project experience, safety systems and 
specialty design.

ScafWest is a Western Australian owned company, offering  
specialised scaffolding services to the resources, construction, 
engineering, and commercial building maintenance sectors.

We aim to provide a superior service in all areas, with our efficient 
design systems and project management expertise ensuring we  
deliver the best results for our clients.

Scaffolding is just the beginning of our support for your project.



COMMERCIAL & CONSTRUCTION
Commercial clients use our services because we go one step further. We’re 
committed to providing a value added service and delivering the complete 
access package. We succeed in our highly competitive industry by working 
closely with our clients to understand their specific needs within the context 
of the total project picture. This enables us to design solutions that eliminate 
delays and double handling, thereby improving the efficiency of other trades.

MINING & RESOURCES
With a number of major clients in the mining and resources industry, we have 
a comprehensive understanding of the industry’s stringent on-site safety and 
environmental standards. Maintaining these standards is a priority for us and 
has been since our inception – we are as committed to safety as we are to 
enhancing efficiency, cost effectiveness and productivity for our clients.  
The ScafWest 5S system exemplifies this commitment.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Our team has extensive experience in the construction and maintenance 
industry, providing specialised design and service packages. We offer fully 
integrated and cost-effective access solutions that we tailor to meet our 
clients’ requirements by developing a complete understanding of each project’s 
unique, practical, safety and budgetary requirements. As renowned tube and 
fitting specialists, we have also incorporated our patented aluminium Flexitruss 
system, which provides a full access and bridging solution, capable of fulfilling 
the most complex requirements.

DEFENCE
As the scaffolding partner of choice for contractors servicing  
the Royal Australian Navy, we comply with all requirements stipulated  
by the Australian Government for servicing submarines and ships.  
Our ability to provide a fully managed satellite scaffold yard enables us to 
respond promptly and efficiently, with minimal lead times. Our complete 
tube-and-fitting solutions and Flexitruss bridging system results in us 
providing installations for even the most challenging vessel contours.

INDUSTRIAL AND OIL & GAS
For over 20 years, ScafWest has operated in the industrial and oil & gas
industries. We have a thorough understanding of tight deadlines, planned
and unplanned shutdown situations, and complex projects and structures.
Our ongoing commitment to training at all levels of our business means
we are able to provide a highly skilled and productive team that’s tailored
to your unique project requirements.



ScafWest’s proven experience and projects successfully completed detail our capabilities as follows:

Solutions-based scaffolding that improves your bottom line
Our efficient approach to scaffolding has evolved from providing solutions to even the most complex 
scaffolding problems. We custom-design scaffolding solutions that are smart, simple and positively 
impact on our clients’ bottom lines. Our solutions minimise shut-down times, alterations  
and additional costs, and improve the productivity of on-site trades.

Our full on-site service
We understand that delays and poor access to equipment can result in blow-outs to timeframes  
and ultimately budgets. To minimise the potential for delays, we offer our clients the benefits  
of our full on-site service, which maximises efficiency by utilising mobile trucks, racking systems,  
mobile scaffolding containers and streamlined yard layouts.

Fast and reliable 
We know that a fast and reliable service is crucial to your deadlines. Our investment  
in infrastructure, efficient project management and comprehensive training means that we can 
provide the fastest and most reliable service in WA. Your deadlines are of paramount importance 
to us, and we guarantee to meet them without fail.

Tube and fitting scaffold solutions
Within Western Australia, we are recognised industry leaders in tube and fitting scaffold.  
Our training and expertise are unparalleled and our technical knowledge enables us to handle even 
the most challenging of projects.

Specific Training
We make the training of our team a priority and have developed the industry’s most comprehensive 
training program, with seven modules specific to tube and fitting scaffold for advanced industrial 
sites. It means you get the best people on site – every time.

Expertise over time
While we are veterans in the industry, we retain our enthusiasm for solving client problems  
and developing innovative solutions. Our experience across multiple scaffolding disciplines means 
that if there is a scaffold design related problem out there, then we can or already have solved it. 

Why should you choose ScafWest for your next project?

ScafWest is a leading Australian scaffolding solutions company. 
Our service goes beyond the provision of labour and materials.





At ScafWest, we believe our projects tell you everything you need to 
know about our capabilities. Our twenty years of experience has seen 
us solve the toughest scaffolding challenges.

 

ScafWest – Creative scaffolding to meet any challenge.

 
MINING AND RESOURCE PROJECTS AT CHANDALA  
AND COOLJARLOO (CENTRAL MID WEST REGION)

We have been on these sites for over 10 years providing scaffold  
and access solutions to all key areas of the mine site. Our principle  
contracts are supplemented with scheduled mine and plant outages that 
require our team to run a 24/7 project service. In addition, we have managed 
satellite yards and vehicles on-site which, clearly demonstrate our high level  
of professional service.

GRAIN SILOS IN GERALDTON

The Grain Silos Upgrade in Geraldton required extensive repairs and 
modifications which called for our full design, supply and contracting team 
to provide the best solution. The project required 300 tons of scaffold  
to be provided,complemented by our patented aluminum Flexiitruss system. 
Engineered chemical anchoring systems were also required, along with 
encapsulation installed to a height in excess of 35m, taking into consideration 
the high wind loading in the area.

NKW MODULAR HYDROGEN PLANT KWINANA
We were appointed as the Scaffold Design and Management 
Specialist as we offered the best solution for the project. Our extensive  
experience with tube and fitting scaffold resulted in the 12-month contract  
running to schedule, with safety standards being a paramount element for BHP.  
We supplied in excess of 200 tons of scaffold, which was complemented with  
a large labour team working without incident and to budget.

Please provide image for 
project



AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE PROJECTS WESTERN AUSTRALIA
We have been the contractor of choice providing scaffold access to the Australian 
Navy, as nominated by the principle contractor. This includes delivering  
design-specific access solutions for submarines and ships, inclusive of full 
encapsulation, which involves holding and managing large  
quantities of scaffold on site.

KARRATHA ONSHORE GAS PLANT 
Initially engaged by the principle contractor on site, we have provided  
additional resources to erect and dismantle scaffold during routine site 
outages. Subsequently we have been engaged to provide scaffold design  
and access solutions for other oil and gas clients in the region. 

VARANUS ISLAND (WESTERN AUSTRALIA)  
PLUS ONGOING PROJECTS
Our working relationship developed with the principle contractor who was 
engaged to provide the LNG plant’s upgrade on the island for Apache Energy. 
We provided materials and labour, including rigging requirements. Within this, 
we had to be mindful of the site’s A-class reserve status, while also working  
to very tight deadlines, all in a remote location.



Call us on 08 9302 5539  (Across WA)

www.scafwest.com
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ScafWest, your scaffold design & access specialists

Customer Testimonials

“Tiwest Chandala has had  

a relationship with ScafWest 

for 10 years. Our objective on a 

special project or a shutdown is to 

minimise downtime, stay safe and 

control costs. ScafWest’s ability to 

work safely, come up with solutions 

for complex jobs and get the job 

done properly is very important to 

us. We value what they bring  

to our business.”

Alan Dunnett
Maintenance Contractor Coordinator
Tiwest

“ScafWest met stringent 

quarantine requirements in 

providing specialist services 

in gas processing brownfields 

environments, interfacing between 

various trade disciplines and 

companies to provide safe efficient 

access. During three independent 

shutdowns, ScafWest assisted 

Enerflex to deliver a difficult  

project on time and on budget  

with excellent safety performance.”

Joe Fry 
Business Development 
Enerflex WA

“ScafWest demonstrated  

a strong commitment to safety 

as well as being highly innovative 

and flexible to support the dynamic 

and complex needs of this job. 

Their professionalism and skills 

successfully contributed  

to the safe, high quality, on time,  

on budget delivery of the 

maintenance availability.”

Rob Suter
Commercial Manager 
Australian Submarine Corporation


